
Modding the N64

Please note - I have decided to make this step-by-step guide into sections as this is more relevant to this type of work
needed and more logical to follow. Some of the pics are from other revisions I did or from different stages in the project but
will convey what is being discussed.

As always, I take no responsibility for anything you do. These guides are accurate, however it is fairly easy to boards to fry
if you aren't careful, in fact, some N64 boards are prone to this, so you may need to have a spare board.

The original N64's, the black ones from 1996, are the best to mod with as they are less likely to fry; the later, coloured
versions, can fry easily. Fortunately, these consoles are so cheap to buy that it isn't a problem.

Dismantling the N64

There are a variety of ways to remove the awkward Nintendo hex screws, including using some cheap hex screwdrivers you
can get in cheap shops, however the best way to to get a suitable screwdriver off e-bay, search for "Gamebit N64". Saves a
lot of hassle.

Here is the N64, with the jumper pack/expansion pack removed.



Turn system over and remove the screws.

Revealing the metal plates designed to remove heat from the dissipators. We don't need these as we will be using proper
heatsinks and a fan to extract the heat. This stops the project case getting too warm.



Remove all the plates.



The official heat dissipators are the three metal squares in the middle.



Gently lift them off with a slim screwdriver, taking care.



Then lift the mobo from the old casing.



Removing the video port

Dremel through the contacts.

Pry the pins up.



Bend back and forth.

Snap off.



Snip down, leaving enough to solder to.

Pinout below. Note, PAL users can't get RGB as the elements needed are missing in the chips (you can replace the PIF chip
from an NTSC model); frankly however, composite is very good quality on the N64, so RGB isn't important on this system.

You can use S-video if you prefer; the Chroma line is third pin on top left (next to blue dot above) and Luma is third pin on
bottom left (next to pink dot above); however, many portable screens don’t take S-video - the official Sony PSone screen
doesn’t, although if you live in PAL land you can make the screen take S-video at the expense of not having composite;
although if your screen is being used as a dedicated screen for the N64 portable, it doesn’t matter. See my guide on
modding the PSone screen for how to do the S-video mod.



Removing the power plug

Use a diamond coated metal circular cutter and slice through the contacts.

The plastic plug then just snaps off. Use the Dremel again to trim the metal down. Cut the metal in stages as the friction of
cutting through metal makes enough heat to desolder the pins from the board.




